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Senior Stewards Report 
 

Name of Track Woodbine  

Date Saturday, 8 Dec 2018 Post-time 13:00 

Weather Race 1 - 11: Clear (Temp: -1 deg. C)  

Track Conditions  Type: Tapeta Turf:  

Number of Races 11  

Scratches         Vet: 6 Stewards:  Track:   

 

Senior Steward Associate Steward Associate Steward 

Neil Mccoag Allan Stiff Fenton Platts 

 
Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents, 

general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims) 

 

Backstretch:  

Trainer Kevin Attard was in looking for a Stewards scratch for the horse Pleasant Forest. Request 
denied and the reasons explained to him. The horse was vet scratched. 
 
Trainer Matt Frazier scratched two horses as vet scratches. The form provided was unacceptable 
and he was asked and did provide slips which included the letterhead from the veterinarian 
involved. 
 
Zelko Krcmar was in about the horse Big Gillette. The stewards cannot allow a transfer on this 
horse as it was sold as a riding horse and there is no bill of sale with the correct signatures on it. 
This matter has been discussed several times with him and the previous owner. 
 
Owner Joe Pirone was in and discussed the situation with several of his horses and his previous 
trainer. 
 
Occurrence file 18-389 from Investigator Keshia Kalloo was filed with the Stewards. There was an 
allegation of hidden ownership. The Stewards are satisfied with evidence provided and no further 
action is required at this time. 
 
It was reported after the 6th race by the test barn a discrepancy with the micro chip and the lip 
tattoo for the horse Stereo Viewing (IRE) trainer Francis Abbott III. The paperwork in the test barn 

  

  



matches the Micro chip which is 44063 but the lip tattoo is 44603. Everthing appears to be correct 
but we will contact the trainer to make the necessary adjustments. We will also talk to the horse 
indentifier about this.  
 

Film Reviews: 

Film review of R6 December 07 was held with riders Hannah Twomey and Leo Salles for bringing 
their urging hand above their head. Neither one has had a previous offense sot they were 
afforded an educational review of our urging practices. 
 

Races: 
 
R1-Clear/ Spoke to the rider of #1 Ademar Santos as the horse seemed to run erratically. 
He said the horse was just green, lugging in and out. 
 
R2-Clear 
 
R3-#1 popped up at the start and away slowly, 
 
R4-Clear 
 
R5-Clear 
 
R6-Clear  
 
R7-reviewed break #6 reared up at the start, received a fair start.  
 
R8-Reviewed racing at the top of the stretch. #2 Hernandez  (9th) was tiring and steadies as 
the #1 Lermyte (1st) drops in. Tight racing but the #1 appears clear. 
 
R9-Clear 
 
R10-#3 eased and pulled up by the 3/8. #3 Triple Chocolate vanned off. Race clear 
 
Handle $4,956,904 

 

Claims: 
 
R4- #2 Spirit of Caledon claimed by Racers Edge Inc trainer Norm McKnight $10,000 
 
R9- #3 Dolly Dagger claimed by owner/trainer Robert Tiller  $19,000 
     -#4 Audrey Grace claimed by owner/trainer Robert tiller $20,000 
 
  

 

 


